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Noted teachers and scholars William J. Duiker and Jackson J. Spielvogel present
a balanced, highly readable overview of world history that explores common
challenges and experiences of the human past and identifies key patterns over
time. Thorough coverage of political, economic, social, religious, intellectual,
cultural, and military history is integrated into a chronological framework to help
students gain an appreciation and understanding of the distinctive character and
development of individual cultures in society. This approach, with organization
around seven major themes (Science and Technology, Art and Ideas, Family and
Society, Politics and Government, Earth and the Environment, Religion and
Philosophy, and Interaction and Exchange), helps students link events together
in a broad comparative and global framework, thereby placing the contemporary
world in a more meaningful historical context. Available in the following options:
WORLD HISTORY, Eighth Edition (Chapters 1—30); Volume I: To 1800 (Chapters
1—18); Volume II: Since 1500 (Chapters 14—30). Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.
SOCIETIES, NETWORKS, AND TRANSITIONS connects the different regions of
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the world within and across chapters, and explores broader global themes in partopening essays. This innovative structure combines the accessibility of a regional
approach with the rigor of comparative scholarship to show students world history
in a truly global framework. The “tree, tree, tree, forest” organization assures
that students stay engaged and in tune with when and where they are in their
study of world history. The text also features a strong focus on culture and
religion. Author and veteran teacher Craig Lockard engages students with a
unique approach to cultural artifacts, such as music and art. Pedagogical
features-including chapter outlines with focus questions, section summaries,
pronunciation guides, and marginal key term definitions-support students and
instructors as they explore the interconnectedness of different people, places,
and periods in the global past. The Third Edition has been extensively revised to
sharpen the narrative and incorporate recent scholarship. Available in the
following split options: SOCIETIES, NETWORKS, AND TRANSITIONS, Third
Edition (Chapters 1-31), ISBN: 9781285783123; Volume I: To 1500 (Chapters
1-14), ISBN 9781285783086; Volume II: Since 1450 (Chapters 15-31), ISBN
9781285733852. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
THE AMERICAN PAGEANT enjoys a reputation as one of the most popular,
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effective, and entertaining texts on American history. The colorful anecdotes, firstperson quotations, and trademark wit bring American history to life. The 16th
edition includes a major revision of Part Six (the period from 1945 to the present),
reflecting recent scholarship and providing greater thematic coherence. The
authors also condensed and consolidated material on the Wilson presidency and
World War I (formerly Chapters 29 and 30) into a new single chapter. A new
feature, “Contending Voices,” offers paired quotes from original historical
sources, accompanied by questions that prompt students to think about
conflicting perspectives on controversial subjects. Additional pedagogical aids
make THE AMERICAN PAGEANT accessible to students: part openers and
chapter-ending chronologies provide a context for the major periods in American
history, while other features present additional primary sources, scholarly
debates, and key historical figures for analysis. Available in the following options:
THE AMERICAN PAGEANT, Sixteenth Edition (Chapters 1?41); Volume 1: To
1877 (Chapters 1?22); Volume 2: Since 1865 (Chapters 22?41). Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.
THE AMERICAN PAGEANT enjoys a reputation as one of the most popular,
effective, and entertaining texts in American history. The colorful anecdotes, firstPage 3/15
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person quotations, and trademark wit bring American history to life. The Fifteenth
edition includes markedly deeper explorations of the cultural innovations, artistic
movements, and intellectual doctrines that have engaged and inspired Americans
and shaped the course of American history. Additional pedagogical features
make THE AMERICAN PAGEANT accessible to students: part openers and
chapter-ending chronologies provide a context for the major periods in American
history, while other features present primary sources, scholarly debates, and key
historical figures for analysis. Available in the following options: THE AMERICAN
PAGEANT, Fifteenth Edition (Chapters 1-42); Volume 1: To 1877 (Chapters
1-22); Volume 2: Since 1865 (Chapters 22-42). Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.
Featuring a beautiful new design, THE EARTH AND ITS PEOPLES, Sixth
Edition, presents world history in a balanced, global framework, shifting the focus
away from political centers of power. This truly global text for the world history
survey course employs fundamental themes of “environment and technology”
and “diversity and dominance” to explore patterns of humans' interactions with
their surroundings and with each other. The authors' approach reveals how
humanity continues to shape and be shaped by the environment and how
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dominant structures and traditions are balanced and challenged by alternate
beliefs. Special emphasis is given to technological development and how it
underlies all human activity. Highly acclaimed in their fields of study, the authors
bring a wide array of expertise to the program. A combination of strong
scholarship and detailed pedagogy gives the book its reputation for rigor and
student accessibility. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
THE ENDURING VISION's engaging narrative integrates political, social, and cultural
history within a chronological framework. Known for its focus on the environment and
the land, the text is also praised for its innovative coverage of cultural history, public
health and medicine, and the West--including Native American history. The eighth
edition incorporates new scholarship throughout, includes a variety of new photos, and
brings the discussion fully up to date with coverage of the 2012 presidential campaign.
Based on the popularity of the Going to the Source feature, which was introduced in the
previous edition, additional Going to the Source selections are offered online in the
eighth edition. Available with InfoTrac Student Collections
http://gocengage.com/infotrac. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Developed to meet the demand for a low-cost, high-quality history book, this
economically priced version of MAKING AMERICA, Seventh Edition offers readers the
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complete narrative while limiting the number of features, photos, and maps. All volumes
feature a two-color paperback format that appeals to those seeking a comprehensive,
trade-sized history text. Shaped with a clear political chronology, MAKING AMERICA
reflects the variety of individual experiences and cultures that comprise American
society. For instructors whose classrooms mirror the diversity of today's college
students, the clear narrative, together with an integrated program of learning and
teaching aids, makes the historical content vivid and comprehensible to students at all
levels of preparedness. MAKING AMERICA is available in the following options:
CENGAGE ADVANTAGE BOOKS: MAKING AMERICA, Seventh Edition (Chapters
1¬-29); Volume 1: To 1877 (Chapters 1-15); Volume 2: Since 1865 (Chapters 15-29).
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This brief, best-selling Western Civilization text has helped thousands of students learn
about the world they live in by exploring the story of its past. Jackson Spielvogel’s
engaging chronological narrative and extensive inclusion of primary source documents
weave the political, economic, social, religious, intellectual, cultural, and military
aspects of history into a gripping story that is as memorable as it is instructive. This
edition includes new historiographical sections along with updated scholarship and new
images. The textbook is available in the following split options: WESTERN
CIVILIZATION: A BRIEF HISTORY, 9th EDITION COMPLETE, VOLUME I: TO 1715,
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and VOLUME II: SINCE 1500. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
THE ENDURING VISION's engaging narrative integrates political, social, and cultural
history within a chronological framework. Known for its focus on the environment and
the land, the text is also praised for its innovative coverage of cultural history, public
health and medicine, and the West--including Native American history. The eighth
edition incorporates new scholarship throughout, and includes a variety of new photos.
Based on the popularity of the Going to the Source feature, which was introduced in the
previous edition, additional Going to the Source selections are offered online in the
eighth edition. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
THE AMERICAN PAGEANT enjoys a reputation as one of the most popular, effective,
and entertaining texts on American history. The colorful anecdotes, first-person
quotations, and trademark wit bring American history to life. The 16th edition includes a
major revision of Part Six (the period from 1945 to the present), reflecting recent
scholarship and providing greater thematic coherence. The authors also condensed
and consolidated material on the Wilson presidency and World War I (formerly
Chapters 29 and 30) into a new single chapter. A new feature, “Contending Voices,”
offers paired quotes from original historical sources, accompanied by questions that
prompt students to think about conflicting perspectives on controversial subjects.
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Additional pedagogical aids make THE AMERICAN PAGEANT accessible to students:
part openers and chapter-ending chronologies provide a context for the major periods
in American history, while other features present additional primary sources, scholarly
debates, and key historical figures for analysis. Available in the following options: THE
AMERICAN PAGEANT, Sixteenth Edition (Chapters 1-41); Volume 1: To 1877
(Chapters 1-22); Volume 2: Since 1865 (Chapters 22-41). Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Discover how empirical researchers today actually think about and apply econometric methods
with the practical, professional approach in Wooldridge's INTRODUCTORY ECONOMETRICS:
A MODERN APPROACH, 6E. Unlike traditional books, this unique presentation demonstrates
how econometrics has moved beyond just a set of abstract tools to become genuinely useful
for answering questions in business, policy evaluation, and forecasting environments.
INTRODUCTORY ECONOMETRICS is organized around the type of data being analyzed with
a systematic approach that only introduces assumptions as they are needed. This makes the
material easier to understand and, ultimately, leads to better econometric practices. Packed
with timely, relevant applications, the book introduces the latest emerging developments in the
field. Gain a full understanding of the impact of econometrics in real practice today with the
insights and applications found only in INTRODUCTORY ECONOMETRICS: A MODERN
APPROACH, 6E. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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Developed by a team of authors who have spent many years making history accessible to a
diverse range of readers, each chapter of MAKING EUROPE begins with clear learning
objectives and timelines, and continues with an accessible narrative that uses focus questions
throughout the text to help all readers understand historical concepts. The Check-In feature
and the Test Yourself questions at the end of each chapter help you assess your
understanding of the material. The text uses stories of ordinary people and their impact on
history, and visually stunning images and maps that make learning history interesting.
Available in the following split options: MAKING EUROPE, Second Edition Complete; Since
1300; Volume 1: To 1790; and Volume 2: Since 1550. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Readable and concise, this Brief Edition of THE EARTH AND ITS PEOPLES: A GLOBAL
HISTORY provides the essential narrative of world history in an abbreviated format. This global
text employs the fundamental themes of “environment and technology” and “diversity and
dominance” to explore patterns of humans' interactions with their surroundings and with each
other. The authors' approach shifts the focus away from political centers and power, revealing
how humanity continues to shape and be shaped by our environments, and how dominant
structures and traditions are balanced and challenged by alternate beliefs. Special emphasis is
given to technological development and how it underlies all human activity. Available in the
following split options: THE EARTH AND ITS PEOPLES, Brief Sixth Edition (Chapters 1-30),
ISBN: 978-1-285-44551-9; Volume I: To 1550 (Chapters 1-15), ISBN: 978-1-285-44552-6;
Volume II: Since 1500 (Chapters 15-29), ISBN: 978-1-285-44553-3. Important Notice: Media
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content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in
the ebook version.
Best-selling author Jackson Spielvogel has helped over one million students learn about the
present by exploring the past. Spielvogel's engaging narrative weaves the political, economic,
social, religious, intellectual, cultural, and military aspects of history into a gripping story that is
as memorable as it is instructive. WESTERN CIVILIZATION includes 155 maps and excerpts
of more than 250 primary sources that enliven the past while introducing students to the source
material of historical scholarship. Additionally, the text is illustrated with 430 photographs that
add visual context. A variety of pedagogical tools, including features on relevant films and endof-chapter study aids, make this edition accessible to any learning style. The book is available
in a variety of split options. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
MAKING AMERICA: A HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES, BRIEF SIXTH EDITION,
presents history as a dynamic process shaped by human expectations, difficult choices, and
often the surprising consequences. With this focus on history as a process, MAKING
AMERICA encourages readers to think historically and to develop into citizens who value the
past. The clear chronology, straightforward narrative, and strong thematic structure emphasize
communication over intimidation and appeal to readers of varied learning levels. The Brief
Sixth Edition retains a hallmark feature of the MAKING AMERICA program: pedagogical tools
that allow readers to master complex material and enable them to develop analytical skills.
Every chapter has chapter outlines, chronologies, focus questions, and on-page glossaries
(defining both key terms and general vocabulary) to provide guidance throughout the text; the
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open, inviting design allows readers to access and use pedagogy to improve learning. A wealth
of images throughout provides a visual connection to the past, with captions that help readers
analyze the subject of the painting, photograph, or artifact from an historical point of view.
Investigating America gets to the heart of learning history: reading and analyzing primary
sources. A new feature, In The Wider World introduces a global perspective for each chapter.
In addition, a new map program provides clear, visually engaging maps with globe insets to put
the map in a global context. Available in the following split options: MAKING AMERICA, Brief
Sixth Edition Complete, Volume 1: To 1877, and Volume 2: Since 1865. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Put the world today into context by learning about the past through this brief, best-selling
Western Civilization text that has helped thousands of students succeed in the course. Jack
Spielvogel's engaging style of writing weaves the political, economic, social, religious,
intellectual, cultural, and military aspects of history into a gripping story that is as memorable
as it is instructive. You will also be exposed to primary source documents--actual historical
documents that are the foundation for the historical analysis you read in the chapter. These
documents include letters, poems, and songs through history--documents that enliven the past.
Throughout the book there are also helpful tools to help you digest the reading, including
outlines, focus questions, chronologies, numerous maps, and boldface key terms with
definitions. Available with InfoTrac Student Collections http://gocengage.com/infotrac.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.
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A PEOPLE AND A NATION is a best-selling text offering a spirited narrative that tells the
stories of all people in the United States. The authors' attention to race and racial identity and
their inclusion of everyday people and popular culture brings history to life, engaging readers
and encouraging them to imagine what life was really like in the past. Available in the following
split options: A PEOPLE AND A NATION, Ninth Edition (Chapters 1-33), ISBN:
978-0-495-91525-6; Volume I: To 1877 (Chapters 1-16), ISBN: 978-0-495-91589-8; Volume II:
Since 1865 (Chapters 16-33), ISBN: 978-0-495-91590-4. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
The authors of VOYAGES IN WORLD HISTORY never forget that history is made up of the
stories of people. Each chapter of the text centers on a story -- a traveler‘s account that
highlights the book‘s main theme, the constant movement of people, goods, and ideas. The
travelers include merchants, poets, rulers, explorers, soldiers, missionaries, and scholars, and
their voyages provide a framework for each chapter that will capture students‘ interest and
draw them into the stories of the people, places, and events crucial to understanding world
history. Special features highlight connections across chapters, societies, and periods, helping
students understand historical events in a global context. Available in the following split
options: VOYAGES IN WORLD HISTORY, Third Edition Complete, Volume 1: To 1600, and
Volume 2: Since 1500. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This economically priced version of LIBERTY, EQUALITY, POWER, 7th Edition offers readers
the complete narrative while limiting the number of features, photos, and maps. A highly
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respected, balanced, and thoroughly modern approach to U.S. History, LIBERTY, EQUALITY,
POWER uses these three themes in a unique approach to show how the United States was
transformed, in a relatively short time, from a land inhabited by hunter-gatherer and agricultural
Native American societies into the most powerful industrial nation on earth. This approach
helps students understand not only the impact of the notions of liberty and equality, which are
often associated with the American story, but also how dominant and subordinate groups have
affected and been affected by the ever-shifting balance of power. The text integrates the best
of recent social and cultural scholarship into a political story, offering students a
comprehensive and complete understanding of American history. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in
the ebook version.
MAKING AMERICA: A HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES, BRIEF SIXTH EDITION,
presents history as a dynamic process shaped by human expectations, difficult choices, and
often the surprising consequences. With this focus on history as a process, MAKING
AMERICA encourages readers to think historically and to develop into citizens who value the
past. The clear chronology, straightforward narrative, and strong thematic structure emphasize
communication over intimidation and appeal to readers of varied learning levels. The Brief
Sixth Edition retains a hallmark feature of the MAKING AMERICA program: pedagogical tools
that allow readers to master complex material and enable them to develop analytical skills.
Every chapter has chapter outlines, chronologies, focus questions, and on-page glossaries
(defining both key terms and general vocabulary) to provide guidance throughout the text; the
open, inviting design allows readers to access and use pedagogy to improve learning. A wealth
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of images throughout provides a visual connection to the past, with captions that help readers
analyze the subject of the painting, photograph, or artifact from an historical point of view.
Investigating America gets to the heart of learning history: reading and analyzing primary
sources. A new feature, In The Wider World introduces a global perspective for each chapter.
In addition, a new map program provides clear, visually engaging maps with globe insets to put
the map in a global context. Available in the following split options: MAKING AMERICA, Brief
Sixth Edition Complete, Volume 1: To 1877, and Volume 2: Since 1865. Available with InfoTrac
Student Collections http://gocengage.com/infotrac. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Readable and concise, this Brief Edition of THE EARTH AND ITS PEOPLES: A
GLOBAL HISTORY provides the essential narrative of world history in an
abbreviated format. This global text employs the fundamental themes of
“environment and technology” and “diversity and dominance” to explore
patterns of humans” interactions with their surroundings and with each other.
The authors” approach shifts the focus away from political centers and power,
revealing how humanity continues to shape and be shaped by our environments,
and how dominant structures and traditions are balanced and challenged by
alternate beliefs. Special emphasis is given to technological development and
how it underlies all human activity. Available in the following split options: THE
EARTH AND ITS PEOPLES, Brief Sixth Edition (Chapters 1-30), ISBN:
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978-1-285-44551-9; Volume I: To 1550 (Chapters 1-15), ISBN:
978-1-285-44552-6; Volume II: Since 1500 (Chapters 15-29), ISBN:
978-1-285-44553-3. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The Enduring Vision: A History of the American PeopleCengage Learning
Shaped with a clear political chronology, MAKING AMERICA reflects the variety
of individual experiences and cultures that comprise American society. The
book's clear and helpful presentation speaks directly to students, sparking their
curiosity and inviting them to “do history” as well as read about it. For instructors
whose classrooms mirror the diversity of today's college students, the strongly
chronological narrative, together with visuals and an integrated program of
learning and teaching aids, makes the historical content vivid and
comprehensible to students at all levels of preparedness. Available in the
following split options: MAKING AMERICA, Seventh Edition (Chapters 1-29),
ISBN: 978-1-285-19479-0; Volume I: To 1877 (Chapters 1-15), ISBN:
978-1-285-19480-6; Volume II: Since 1865 (Chapters 15-29), ISBN:
978-1-285-19481-3. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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